In the second sentence of the statement made by Mr. JARDINE (United Kingdom) delete the words "warrant serious study" and replace by the following:

"make it necessary to study carefully how she could be associated with the General Agreement."

In the third sentence of the same statement, after the words "set up a working party", insert the following:

"on this issue to meet intersessionally and".

The statement by the representative of Czechoslovakia should read as follows:

"Mr. SVEC (Czechoslovakia) had originally wanted merely to support the proposal for examination of the Yugoslavian request by a working party. In view of the fact that certain countries now proposed that the working party should be intersessional, he requested the representative of Yugoslavia to express his opinion on this matter."

The first sentence of the statement by the representative of Canada should be deleted and replaced by the following:

"Mr. SCHWARZMANN (Canada) said that tariff reductions had been one of the key achievements of GATT. The periodic renewal of United States trade agreement legislation had made possible tariff negotiations of wider scope than could otherwise have been expected and his Government welcomed the new United States initiative. He hoped also that the European Economic Community would play its full part in any tariff negotiations that were held."

In the third line of the statement by Mr. JARDINE (United Kingdom), the word "were" should be replaced by "was".

In the last sentence of the same statement, the final words "as in the past" should be deleted.